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About Us

Actron Manufacturing is globally recognized as the preeminent provider of aircraft cabin
hardware. Designing and manufacturing since 1971, Actron has built a tradition of serving
industries, large and small, with a diverse line of FAA-certified products such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Latches
Retainers
Slides
Mounting Hardware
Hangers
Pulls
Handles
Knobs
and more

By leveraging the latest in technology and engineering tools, Actron maintains
vigilant focus on product development. Actron's quality system is certified to
ISO9001 and AS9100 which meets the world's most rigorous application
requirements. From automated manufacturing systems to our highly skilled
workforce, Actron provides customers with quality engineered solutions.

Using the principles of lean manufacturing, Actron continues to stay competitive and
efficient, while remaining adaptable in our ever-changing marketplace. We invest in the
latest machine tool and production control technology while maintaining the highest
levels of product quality and customer service.

Our Products

Actron is recognized as a global leader in quality-engineered hardware. Across the
globe, our customers rely on Actron products to deliver a refined solution, while
delivering on the promise of excellent performance and value.

Latches

Actron offers innovative solutions for galley, lavatory, cockpit, and overhead bin
applications. We have a wide range of paddle, push/pull button, sliding, and rotary style
latches, all designed to meet the customer's needs.

Retainers

We offer a broad line of retainers, from quarter turns to retainers that detent at every
90-degree position. Our retainers can accommodate static loads up to 3000 pounds.
Standard and custom finishes are available.

Slides

Our wide selection of aluminum slides range in size from 4 inches to 5 feet. Loads can be
accommodated from 50 pounds to 1500 pounds. We also offer a line of extractors that
are perfect for those hard to get to beverage and snack lockers.

Mounting Hardware
We manufacture an extensive line of fasteners, door strikes, escutcheons, brackets and
back plates to accommodate your interior design requirments.

Hangers
Actron manufactures oval, rectangular and round coat, hat, and headphone hangars.
Our designs can accommodate flush mount or surface mount applications to match any
design brief.

Pulls, Handles, Knobs

Actron designs a wide variety of cup pulls, handles and knobs that can be ordered in
round, oval and rectangular designs.

Miscellaneous

We also manufacture struts, lock cylinders, hinges, door and drawer openers, couplings,
catches as well as concealed hardware and security features.

* Products shown not actual size
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Actron Parts At Work

Actron is a global supplier led by a
team that believes in innovation and
quality. We are proud to support a
diverse range of products to a diverse
range of industries. Actron products
take to the skies alongside the most
advanced and innovative aerospace
designs. From commercial aviation to
business aviation, standard finish to
custom finish, our quality hardware
proudly lives up to our sky-high
reputation.
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Industries Served

Actron engineered products can be found in applications from sea to space and
everywhere in between. Whether aerospace or defense, marine or rail, medical or
hospitality, our AS9100 quality system ensures that Actron provides quality solutions
manufactured to the highest standard.
Beginning with our first latch in 1971, Actron has pushed the standards of design
to create lightweight products that over-perform in the areas of functionality,
endurance, and aesthetics. Our clients don’t stop innovating, and neither do we.

The World’s Finest Hardware,
for the World’s Finest Companies.

Our customers are at the heart of everything we do. From concept to design and manufacturing,
our family of skilled employees proudly craft the world's finest aviation hardware in the United
States. It all begins in our Corona, California facility and provides value to the world's most
recognized and respected companies.

Clients

Today, Actron continues as an innovator, offering the industry’s lightest and most quiet latching
and slide solutions, at prices that deliver significant value. Actron is proud to be considered a leader
in product performance and customer service, by their diverse commercial and business aviation,
defense, medical & marine customer base.

Check out Our Online Catalog
With Hundreds of Products to Choose From.
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